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Just about everybody ________ the golden rule, whether they attend
__________ or not. There’s a connection between Matthew 7:12 and the verses
directly in __________ of it. God never _________ anybody, He always does
what is _______. Jesus says “You too must ________ people right by doing
for them what _____ would have them to do for you.”
Let’s consider 6 characteristics of the Golden Rule.
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Some critics claim Jesus was just ____________ a statement made by
many others before him. While Hillel’s statement is __________, Jesus’
statement is positive.
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If you follow the Golden Rule, you will always treat everybody the
_______. You will never be guilty of ______________.
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you can feel confident that they’ve been genuinely converted.
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The golden rule ______________ the entire Old Testament.

Treat Summarizes Positive Same Knows Situation Wisdom
Mistreats Scriptural Negative Person Simple Repeating Front
Revealing Fair Universal Hypocrisy Right Lives You Church
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